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JANUARY 1, 2017 – MARCH 31, 2017

This report of programs and program segments addressing issues of importance and concern in the
NewsChannel 5 viewing area includes the following:

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 NEWS – WTVF produces daily newscasts providing local information of
interest to viewers in the Nashville designated market area.  The station produces 36 hours of
local news each week, not including breaking news, special reports, and severe weather
coverage. In-depth reports on subjects such as Crime, Health, Government and Politics,
Education and Consumer News are routinely included in the news.  WTVF also presents
newscast features that heighten viewer awareness of problems and concerns including segments
such on crime, education and health. Regularly scheduled newscasts air Monday through Friday,
4:00 to 7:00 AM, 4:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 6:00 to 7:00 PM, and 10:00 PM; and on weekends starting at
5:00 AM, in the early evening, and at 10:00 PM. Also, on a continuing but irregular basis, WTVF
may telecast local specials, either produced by WTVF, CBS or syndicated, in all dayparts,
addressing subjects of special importance.

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS - WTVF regularly produces major series of one or more parts
scheduled in the 6 PM REPORT and 10 PM REPORT.  These special features provide in-depth
reporting on subjects of importance to the WTVF viewing audience and may focus on such topics
as government, crime, consumer news, public health, and other issues of local interest. (See
Attachment A.)

 CBS PROGRAMS - WTVF regularly telecasts 60 MINUTES, 48 HOURS, and FACE THE
NATION, and from time to time, CBS specials.  These specials take the form of Public Affairs
programs or news specials. (See Attachment B.)

 TALK OF THE TOWN - A 30-minute Monday through Friday program telecast 11:00-11:30 AM.
On a regular basis, the program addresses issues of importance and concern in the WTVF
viewing area. The co-hosts are Meryll Rose and Lelan Statom. (See Attachment C.)

 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS - WTVF schedules public service announcements for a
myriad of community agencies and organizations.  Attached is a representative list of PSA's that
aired January 1, 2017, through March 31, 2017. (See Attachment D.)

 NEWSCHANNEL 5+ PROGRAMMING – WTVF produces and programs a second channel,
NewsChannel 5+ which is distributed via cable and over the air on 5.2 to approximately 650,000
households. NewsChannel 5+ provides 24 hours of news and information programming with
primarily a local focus.  Programming includes shows for niche audiences, including African
Americans, Hispanics, LGBT, business, politics, schools, local politics/government, call-in
programs to discuss significant local issues in-depth, and rebroadcasts of WTVF programming.
NewsChannel 5+ also carries local specials, including government prayer breakfasts, local court
proceedings, election coverage, and other events of local interest.  Local government officials ,
law enforcement leaders, and the director of schools are regular guests. This regular interaction
with community leaders helps WTVF stay abreast and ascertain those issues of concern to
viewers in the Nashville area. (See Attachment E)



WTVF
1st QUARTER 2017 ISSUES REPORT

NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS
ATTACHMENT A

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
2/7/17 6 PM News (3:40) JUDGE MORELAND - FBI INVESTIGATION- NewsChannel 5 Investigative reporter Ben
Hall learned the FBI is asking questions about an embattled Davidson County judge. Their focus: Allegations of improper relationships and official actions
involving longtime General Sessions Judge Casey Moreland. Multiple sources told us that FBI agents have begun conducting interviews in recent days. It
all stems from allegations that emerged when Metro police began investigating the death of a young woman. Participants included Roy Matlock, Bryan
Lewis and Natalie Amos who were all questioned by the police.
2/7/17 10 PM News (1:46) JUDGE MORELAND HISTORY – This FBI investigation involving General Sessions Judge
Casey Moreland is not the first ethics controversy he has faced. As the judge who started the General Sessions Drug Court, Casey Moreland has earned
high praise for his work with addicts. However, more than once, he has also found himself at the center of controversy. Chief investigative reporter Phil
Williams detailed some of the incidents in Moreland’s past. Phil Williams reported the story.
2/8/17 6 PM News (1:27) BRYAN LEWIS PLEADS GUILTY - The attorney who represented a prominent Nashville
developer facing domestic violence charges pleaded guilty to misconduct. Attorney Bryan Lewis pled guilty to the Board of Professional Responsibility
which supervises the ethical conduct of attorneys. Investigative reporter Ben Hall explored Lewis's guilty plea.

2/13/17 6 PM News (2:35) JUDGE MORELAND TEXTS - NewsChannel 5 Investigative reporter Ben Hall has
obtained thousands of texts message between Judge Casey Moreland and a female friend. They show the judge came to a woman's rescue during a
traffic stop with police. The text messages cover about a year. The judge has publicly denied an inappropriate relationship, but these texts paint a very
different picture – some of them were even sent from the bench. Participants included Natalie Lewis who was questioned by the police.
2/13/17 10 PM News (4:47) BILL FLETCHER INTERVIEW -- A key figure in one of the most controversial domestic
violence cases in Nashville history is speaking out for the first time. It was a case that sparked misconduct charges against a Nashville judge and lawyer,
including allegations of blackmail and even possible bribery. Veteran public relations consultant Bill Fletcher spoke in an exclusive interview about this
story which is now at the center of an FBI investigation.
2/15/17 6 PM News (2:21) JUDGE MORELAND – SENATOR CALL FOR RESIGNATION - Mike Bell a powerful state
senator is calling on a Nashville judge to step down. He says that Judge Casey Moreland should do the right thing and resign! Bell spoke with
Investigative reporter Ben Hall.

2/17/17 6 PM News (2:11) JUDGE MORELAND – BOARD INVESTIGATION - The Board that oversees the ethical
conduct of Judges has taken the unusual step of announcing it is has opened an investigation into Judge Casey Moreland. Investigative Reporter Ben
Hall found that the board's announcement is extremely rare. Typically, investigations by the Board of Judicial Conduct are usually kept confidential. In this
case, they decided to go public. Participants included Tennessee state senator Mike Bell.



GOVERNMENT/POLITICS (Continued)

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
2/17/17 6 PM News (2:04) JUDGE MORELAND – COUNCIL RESOLUTION – Investigative reporter Ben Hall
discovered even more pressure on Judge Casey Moreland to resign. A Metro Council member plans to file a resolution that would force a council vote on
whether Moreland should step down. This was the latest in a series of calls for Moreland's resignation.

2/21/17 6 PM News (1:57) JUDGE MORELAND – RESIGNS DRUG COURT – Embattled Nashville Judge Casey
Moreland is no longer overseeing cases in the Drug Court that he started. Presiding Judge Gale Robinson says this was a mutual decision. Judge
Moreland will remain a general sessions judge, but he will seek help for his own alcohol abuse issues. This story was reported by investigative reporter
Ben Hall.
3/15/17 WTVF Special (210 minutes) PRESIDENT TRUMP VISIT TO NASHVILLE: NewsChannel 5 provided live coverage of
President Donald Trump’s first visit to Nashville as President. Mr. Trump visited The Hermitage for the 250th birthday of one of his heroes, President
Andrew Jackson. Then, Mr. Trump made a speech at the Municipal Auditorium in downtown Nashville. While the arena could only hold about 10,000
people, at least three times that many waited in line to get in. On top of that, protest groups also showed up to make their voices heard. NewsChannel 5
provided live coverage from 4 to 5:30 PM and then again from 6 to 8 PM including Mr. Trump’s full primetime speech. WTVF is located across the street
from the Municipal Auditorium so we had a bird eye view of the events, providing coverage from our roof. We had several crews around town, including at
the airport for Air Force One’s arrival. We also provided extensive coverage on Newschannel5.com and on many of our social media platforms.

CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

2/2/17 6 PM News (2:36) FAIRVIEW LAWSUIT – They were supposed to be on the same side of the law. Now, in a
new lawsuit, two former Fairview police officers are accusing their own District Attorney plotting against them. Chief investigative reporter Phil Williams
interviewed one of the officers and his attorney.

2/13/17 and 2/16/17 10 PM News (4:59 total) STREET RACING – This two-part report profiled the growing trend of illegal street racing on
local roads and highway. Reporter Nick Beres spoke with both police and actual street racers and showed video of it happening.

2/20/17 10 PM News (4:41) SOUTH CARTHAGE COP -- Secret recordings obtained by NewsChannel 5 Chief
Investigative reporter Phil Williams shows a Middle Tennessee police officer making all sorts of indecent requests to a woman he was supposed to be
protecting. These recordings landed South Carthage officer Frank Geisenhoffer in trouble back in December. For the victim, they raise questions about
why he is still on the job. Participants included victim Elizabeth Restrepo and an attempted interview of officer Frank Geisenhoffer.

2/21/17 10 PM News (4:29) SOUTH CARTHAGE COP, PART 2 -- Town officials in South Carthage are making no
apologies for their handling of a veteran police officer's lewd behavior. Chief investigative reporter Phil Williams followed up his exclusive report that
revealed secret recordings that captured Officer Frank Geisenhoffer asking a convenience store clerk for nude pictures and making other sexual
comments. Among the revelations: Geisenhoffer boasted about pressuring another woman to expose herself in court. Participants included victim
Elizabeth Restrepo, Police Chief David Long and an attempted interview of officer Frank Geisenhoffer.



CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS (Continued)
2/24/17 10 PM News (2:14) SOUTH CARTHAGE COP QUITS -- A South Carthage police officer, caught on secret
recordings making lewd comments to a convenience store clerk, has resigned. Frank Geisenhoffer submitted his resignation to the town's mayor -- just
three days after NewsChannel 5 Investigates first revealed the secret recordings. "The problem has been solved," said town attorney Richard Brooks who
participated in this story along with victim Elizabeth Restrepo.

3/1/17 10 PM News (3:50) POLICE TURF WAR - Why is one middle Tennessee sheriff cursing a Metro police captain?
A NewsChannel 5 investigation reveals the growing tension among law enforcement about working extra jobs in Nashville. Investigative reporter Ben Hall
examined what some are calling a turf war. Participants included Linda Rowe, Nashville resident; David Corman; Metro Police Captain; William Guthoerl,
EM Protective Services.

HEALTH

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
1/7/17 (3-4 PM) Ask Dr. Nandi (60 minutes) ASK DR. NANDI: The holidays are a time of community, love, and spending time with those
who are important to you. But not everyone has such a magical holiday experience! Familial conflict, financial pressure, problems with faith, and over
scheduling can make people so stressed they become physically ill! On this festive episode, Dr. Nandi breaks down each stressor of the holiday season
and teaches you how to have a more magical time. Rev. Dr. Carl Gregg and his wife Magin LaSov Gregg, author, discuss the challenges they face at this
time of year in their interfaith marriage. Dr. Nandi also speaks with Laura Zdravkovski, psychotherapist, about what people can do to prevent unwanted
holiday stress.

2/2/17 10 PM News (3:28) TVA WATER PROBLEMS - Imagine drinking your local water for years only to discover it's
contaminated with a cancer causing chemical. That is what happened to Albert Hudson, a man who lives near TVA's Gallatin Steam plant. Investigative
reporter Ben Hall looked at how TVA responded to the man's concerns and why it could impact all of us. Participants included Albert Hudson, well owner;
Beth Alexander, Environmental Attorney; Scott Brooks, Tennessee Valley Authority

2/23/17 10 PM News (2:27) WRONG PILLS – A local is suing a pharmacy after she says they mistakenly filled her
prescription for restless legs with anti-psychotic pills that made her think she was losing her mind. Reporter Nick Beres talked with the woman.

CONSUMER

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

1/3/17-3/31/17 5 PM News (2:30 average) CONSUMER NEWS – During the 5 PM Newscast, we air a Consumer Reports story alerting
viewers to the latest local and national consumer information on scams, recalls and product testing.



CONSUMER (continued)

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
1/15/17 THE INCOME GUYS THE INCOME GUYS is hosted by Pete Benson and John Maxon and offers
12-12:30 PM (30 minutes) financial strategies to people considering retirement. Topics to be discussed include:
Strategies for managing your risk, reducing fees, tax efficiency, and maximizing your social security. Viewers will also learn about "Building your Fiscal
House,” the Accumulation vs. Income phase of life, how to choose the right financial advisor, and more.

1/22/17 THE INCOME GUYS THE INCOME GUYS is hosted by Pete Benson and John Maxon and offers
4:30-5:00 PM (30 minutes) financial strategies to people considering retirement. Topics to be discussed include:
Strategies for managing your risk, reducing fees, tax efficiency, and maximizing your social security. Viewers will also learn about "Building your Fiscal
House,” the Accumulation vs. Income phase of life, how to choose the right financial advisor, and more.

2/8/17 6 PM News (3:15) NASHVILLE BIKE WEEK - Consumer investigative reporter Jennifer Kraus examined
questions about whether Nashville Bike Week, a motorcycle and music festival set for Humphreys County in September, will happen. Loretta Lynn's
Ranch has backed out as the location. The local Sheriff says he is getting calls from people who bought tickets who wonder if they are being scammed.
The promoter has a criminal history and has served time for taking customers money and not delivering goods. Participants included Chris Davis,
Humphreys County Sheriff.

2/9/17 10 PM News (3:59) ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY WITH SERIOUS VIOLATIONS - NewsChannel 5
Investigates reporter Jennifer Kraus obtained a copy of a recent Tennessee Health Department inspection report of the Autumn Hills assisted living
facility which reveal serious violations that put residents' lives in danger. We learned the report was never shared with residents or their families State law
prohibits the release of such documents while the facility is making corrections if they agree to not fight the charges and pay any ordered fine.
Participants included Barbara & Freddie Gleaves, family of former resident; Sam Latham, former Autumn Hills manager; Rich Riebling, Mayor's Chief
Operating Officer; Megan Barry, Nashville Mayor

2/22/17 10 PM News (3:45) ROOFING COMPANY TAKES CUSTOMERS MONEY AND RUNS - Customers say
they paid Exterior Energy Solutions thousands of dollars to repair or replace their roofs, but the company took the money and then never showed up to
do the work. The customers say they have waited months, even more than a year, and have received nothing but excuses from the company. It turns out,
the company has been fined repeatedly by the state for doing the same thing to other customers. Some unhappy customers have sued EES because
they never got a new roof after paying for the work. We found the business offices have been cleared out and the listed phone number is not working.
The owner however maintained that they're still in business. Participants included Dan McCormick and Joan Durgin, customers.

EDUCATION

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
1/4/17-3/29/17 6:30 PM News (2:30) SCHOOL PATROL - “School Patrol” story airs every Wednesday during the 6:30 PM
News.  The stories look at everything from education issues to student activities and awards for special teachers.  Anchor Vicki Yates does the “School
Patrol” stories.



COMMUNITY

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

2/24/2017 Fire on the Mountain FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN: Three months after Tennessee’s deadliest wildfire in state
6:30-7 PM (30 minutes) history killed 14 people and destroyed thousands of homes and businesses, a crew of
reporters and photojournalist from NewsChannel 5 return back to document recovery in the Great Smoky Mountains. This special presentation takes a
closer look at why some experts believe this type of disaster may be the new normal across the southeast and also examines why warning messages
were never sent to residents. Participants included Larry Waters, Sevier County Mayor; Dr. Henri Grissino-Mayer, University of Tennessee professor;
Becky Gleason, insurance agent; Jimmy Vance, wife killed in wildfires; Tim Gay & Donna Patrick, business owners who lost their home in the wildfire.

DIVERSITY

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
1/14/2017 We Have a Dream 2017: WE HAVE A DREAM 2017 -Inspired by the amazing life of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., this
3:00-5:00 PM (120 minutes) special celebrates African-Americans who have succeeded at achieving the American Dream
in various fields including politics, sports, entertainment, health and education.  Participants included Admiral Michelle Howard, Dr. Keith Black, prima
ballerina Misty Copeland, famed artist Phoebe Beasley, NBA legend Junior Bridgeman, astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, “Shark Tank” entrepreneur
Daymond John, Senator Cory Booker, recording artist Common, CEO Kenneth Frazier, Coca-Cola executive Yolanda White, and the casts of “Hidden
Figures”, “Moonlight” and “Birth of a Nation.” The special will also visit The National Museum of African American History & Culture which recently
opened in Washington, D.C. The special will explore fascinating exhibitions that celebrate the vital contributions African Americans have made to the
United States.

1/22/2017 In Their Own Words: The IN THEIR OWN WORDS - This special tells the heroic story of America’s first black fighter
3:30-4:30 PM Tuskegee Airmen (60 minutes) group from the beginning to the end. The story begins with the 1925 Army War College Study
"The Use of Negro Manpower in War" and how it was used to deny black men the opportunity to fly in military service. The story continues with the
origins of the program at Tuskegee, the reactions of pilot trainees to be given the opportunity to fly, and later follows pilots, support personnel, and their
families into the skies of the European Theater. After personal stories from both a widow who lost her husband, and one of the 32 prisoners of war and
his experiences, the story continues with the Airmen's reaction to coming home to 1940s America. The story continues with the issuing of Executive
Order 9981 by President Harry Truman, which effectively desegregated the military, and how it opened doors for future generations. The story travels
through the Civil Rights Movement to 2007 to the receipt of the Congressional Gold Medal and what it meant to so many of the surviving Airmen.
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FACE THE NATION

01/01/17 Guests: J.D. Vance, author, “Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis” (1); Diane Guerrero,
author, “In The Country We Love: My Family Divided” (1); Amani Al-Khatahtbeh, author, “Muslim Girl: A Coming
of Age” (1); Isabel Wilkerson, author, “The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration”
(1); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (2); Michele Norris, The Race Card Project (2); David Frum, The Atlantic (2);
Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (2)
1) Book panel topics include: Mr. Vance’s definition of a hillbilly / Ms. Guerrero on living with the fear of
deportation / impact of the September 11 terrorist attacks on Ms. Al-Khatahtbeh’s family / Ms. Wilkerson on the
origins of the great migration and its impact on America / the idea that “your history is always attached to you” /
difficulties faced by those attempting to leave the Jim Crow South / the American Dream / need for people to
recognize “what makes us the same” / skepticism among some groups that America is not improving / social
isolation / stories of assimilation / how people in America live with unresolved history and resentment / public
reactions to the panelists’ writings
2) Topics include: predictions regarding the great stories of 2017; anticipation of a Trump presidency / concern
about the possibility of an ineffective government / racial aspects of the Trump campaign / Misters Frum and
Goldberg’s reaction to President Obama’s belief that “the office constrains the man” / President-elect Trump’s views
on NATO / possible restrictions the Republican Party could put on Mr. Trump / how President-elect Trump plans to
handle people from the left / Democratic Party response to Mr. Trump / need to protect and defend basic American
institutions

01/08/17 Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Majority Leader (1); Reince Priebus, incoming White House
Chief of Staff (2); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) (3); James Woolsey, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA); former Senior Advisor, Trump transition team (4); Michael Morell, former Acting Director, Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Adviser, Clinton Campaign (4); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Ed O’Keefe, The
Washington Post (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Tammy Bruce, The Washington Times, FOX News Contributor (5)
1) Topics include: Senator McConnell’s condemnation of Russia’s efforts to meddle in the U.S. election / his
acceptance of the findings of the intelligence community, which has unanimously agreed that Russia was trying to
affect the election; call to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); reaction to President-elect
Trump’s cabinet nominees / call for Democrats to “want to treat President-elect Trump just like we treated President-
elect Obama” in terms of confirmation hearings / working with Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer
2) Topics include: what President-elect Trump believes about Russia’s efforts to meddle in the U.S. election / Mr.
Priebus’ criticism of the DNC for allowing themselves to be hacked / belief that President Obama’s recent sanctions
against Russia for the hacking are “clearly politically motivated to discredit the victory of President-elect Trump” /
Mr. Trump’s remarks disparaging the intelligence community; time frame for repealing and replacing Obamacare
(Affordable Care Act) / opinion that Mr. Trump does not want to “meddle” with Medicare or Social Security
3) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell’s refusal to slow the pace of the confirmations / Senator
McConnell’s lack of support for the Ethics in Government Act / Secretary of State nominee Rex Tillerson and his
relationship with Russia / Republican desire to repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) without a replacement;
Senator Booker’s responsibility to find a way to improve the lives of ordinary Americans
4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s change of mind and acceptance regarding Russia’s attempt to meddle in the U.S.
election / his questioning of the intelligence community’s capability and integrity / morale at the CIA / Mr. Trump’s
campaign mode “shtick”
5) Topics include: Russia’s efforts to meddle in the U.S. election / judgment of the intelligence agencies that Russia
is sitting on intel about the RNC; Republican efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / Senator
McConnell’s statement that there will be a gap between repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act
(Obamacare) / difficulty in getting the House and the Senate to agree on a health plan; attempt from Democrats to
delay Senate confirmation hearings
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/15/17 Guests: Governor Mike Pence (R-IN), Vice President-elect (1); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), Senate Intelligence
Committee (2); Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the House of Representatives, Trump Transition Vice Chair (3);
David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist
(5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (5)
1) Topics include: reaction to the announcement from the Republican chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee
that they will investigate Russian meddling in the election; Governor Pence’s opinion that many in the media
“demean and question the legitimacy of” the incoming Trump administration; President–elect Trump’s thoughts on
Vladimir Putin and Russia / differing opinion of incoming cabinet members versus that of Mr. Trump towards Russia
/ assertion that Mr. Trump will be the decision maker regarding policy; Governor Pence’s claim that America will
instantly be more respected once Mr. Trump assumes the presidency; incoming National Security Advisor Mike
Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government announced sanctions against
Russia for election hacking / Mr. Flynn’s assurance to Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the
Russian ambassador; Congressman John Lewis’ recent statement, expressing that he does not consider Mr. Trump to
be a legitimate president / Mr. Trump’s critical twitter response to Representative Lewis; report in Esquire magazine
that the Trump administration is moving the press out of the White House
2) Topics include: Senate Intelligence Committee’s change in decision to now investigate any connection between
the Russians and the Trump campaign; Senator Manchin’s message to Democrats who are nervous about the
incoming Trump administration; Representative John Lewis’ decision not to attend Mr. Trump’s inauguration / call
for an end to the rhetoric between the two parties
3) Topics include: making sense of the differing views on Russia between President-elect Trump and his cabinet
members; Mr. Gingrich’s belief that Donald Trump is going to be “the first entrepreneurial president we’ve seen in
modern times” / need for the intelligence community and the American public to learn how “to cope with a president
who’s very complicated” / Mr. Trump’s relationship with the intelligence community; Mr. Gingrich’s assertion that
the most difficult thing for a president is to stay focused
4) Topics include: the Senate Intelligence Committee’s decision to investigate any connection between the Russians
and the Trump campaign, as well as the cyberattacks during the 2016 campaign; incoming National Security Advisor
Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government announced sanctions
against Russia for election hacking; different viewpoints between incoming cabinet members and Mr. Trump on
several issues, such as Russia and the issue of waterboarding
5) Topics include: “lay of the landscape” as Mr. Trump gets ready to assume the role of the presidency / his low poll
numbers as he gets ready to become president / importance of the inaugural address / challenges facing Mr. Trump;
investigation into Russia hacking the election and FBI Director James Comey’s behavior, and how that impacts the
already fragile state of democracy in this country; Representative John Lewis’ decision not to attend Mr. Trump’s
inauguration; different viewpoints between incoming cabinet members and Mr. Trump on several issues; repealing
the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/22/17 Guests: Kellyanne Conway, Counselor to the President, Donald Trump Administration (1); Senator Lindsey Graham
(R-SC) (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Susan Page, USA Today (4); Frank Luntz, Republican Strategist,
CBS News Contributor (4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Lanhee Chen, Hoover Institution, Stanford
University (4)
1) Topics include: yesterday’s Women’s March on Washington and the sister marches across the country and around
the globe / what President Trump ‘hears” from the people who don’t support him; the inaugural address; executive
action on the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / President Trump’s plans for health care; White House Press
Secretary Sean Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the inauguration / claims of poor treatment by the
press; Senate confirmations / call for bipartisanship on Capitol Hill
2) Topics include: reaction to President Trump’s inaugural address, where he criticized the political establishment;
Senator Graham’s promise to vote for Rex Tillerson as Secretary of State; opinion that the Senate will impose
additional sanctions against Russia for hacking / potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump
3) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the protesters at yesterday’s marches; Senator Sanders’ reaction to
the inaugural address / advice for Mr. Trump on the actions he needs to take to show that he is serious about standing
up for working families / Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and the executive action to end it; issues Senator
Sanders’ feels that he can work with the president on: infrastructure, prescription drug costs, trade policies
4) Topics include: Mr. Luntz’ lament over the overall loss of decency; yesterday’s Women’s March on Washington;
populist rising across Europe; the inaugural address; potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump;
executive action on the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / poll results indicating that the American public wants a
replacement regarding health care; President Trump’s visit to the CIA yesterday; White House Press Secretary Sean
Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the inauguration; Russian sanctions; Rex Tillerson as Secretary of
State

01/29/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Chairman, Senate Armed
Services Committee (2); Representative Keith Ellison (D-MN), candidate for Chair of the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) (3); Peter Baker, The New York Times (4); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political
Analyst (4); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (4); Hugh Hewitt, host, “The Hugh Hewitt Show”, author, “The Fourth Way:
The Conservative Playbook for a Lasting GOP Majority” (4)
1) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees from seven predominantly Muslim
countries from entering the U.S. / question of a Muslim ban and prioritizing Christian refugees / need to protect
America first / claims of outreach between the White House, the State Department, and the Department of Homeland
Security; President Trump’s recent telephone call with Vladimir Putin; border wall with Mexico
2) Topics include: Senator McCain’s opinion on the travel ban / international ramifications of the executive order
restricting refugees / concern over the impact on the Iraqi’s and our interests in Iraq; need to understand and not be
fooled by Vladimir Putin; current administration’s views on torture; appointment of Steve Bannon to the National
Security Council -- a radical departure from the norm
3) Topics include: Representative Ellison’s belief that this religious based ban is a Muslim ban / plight of Syrian
refugees; his campaign to head the DNC
4) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees / reaction to the travel ban; importance of
image to President Trump; possible additional sanctions against Russia for hacking the 2016 campaign; international
reaction to the travel ban; border wall with Mexico; King Abdullah of Jordan’s visit to Washington this week;
President Trump’s press conference with British Prime Minister Theresa May; Republican reaction to President
Trump / emerging relationship between Mr. Trump and Congressional Republicans; infrastructure spending;
President Trump’s tall order regarding the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare);
appointment of Steve Bannon to the National Security Council; President Trump’s belief, despite evidence to the
contrary, that there was widespread voter fraud in the presidential election / rise in populous white nationalist
rhetoric being injected into the mainstream
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01/01/17 “Crisis in Chicago” - a report on the surge in the number of violent crimes and murders in Chicago, and the
concurrent drop in the number of investigative stops and arrests by the police.  Includes interviews with: Father
Michael Pfleger, pastor, Saint Sabina Church, Chicago; Brian Warner, former Chicago cop; Garry McCarthy, former
Superintendent, Chicago Police Department; Richard Wooten, former Chicago cop; Flora White, mother of murder
victim Jonathan; Eddie Johnson, Superintendent, Chicago Police Department. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile,
Andrew Bast, Michael Radutzky)
“Passports for Sale” - a report on how small cash-starved countries, such as the island nations of Malta, St. Kitts,
Antigua and Dominica, are offering citizenship and passports for a price, creating ways to ease travel for
international citizens -- including outlaws.  Includes interviews with: Lennox Linton, member of Parliament,
Dominica; Chris Kalin, chairman, Henley and Partners; Sirous Motevassel, international lawyer; Peter Vincent,
former legal adviser for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement; Gaston Browne, prime minister of Antigua and
Barbuda. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Evie Salomon)
“The Rum War” - a report on the controversy between two companies over who owns the rights to sell Havana
Club Rum, the Cuban liquor, under that famous brand name.  Includes interviews with: Alejandro Bolivar, head
bartender, El Floridita, Havana, Cuba; Jerome Cottin-Bizonne, employee, Pernod Ricard; Asbel Morales, rum-maker
for Pernod Ricard (through translator); Rick Wilson, executive, Backward; Ampere Arechabala, whose family
owned the original Havana Club Rum recipe and sold it to Backward after their 1959 forced exile from Cuba;
Ernesto Iznaga, manager, Sloppy Joe’s bar, Havana. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Rome Hartman)
In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Pope’s Choir” (OAD 12/18/16)

01/08/17 “The Hostage Policy” - a report on the U.S. Government’s controversial policy of not paying ransoms for hostages.
Includes interviews with Art and Shirley Sotloff, parents of Steven Sotloff, beheaded by ISIS in 2014; and with Lisa
Monaco, President Obama’s assistant for counter terrorism. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi)
“The Coming Swarm” - a report on the Pentagon’s development of autonomous drones, which are given a mission
by humans but which then figure out on their own how to carry it out.  Includes an interview with Dr. Will Roper of
the Pentagon, and comments by Marine Captain Jim Pineiro; Tim Faltemier, biometrics researcher; Lt. Cmdr. Rollie
Wicks; U.S. Navy; General Paul Selva, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Scott Littlefield, program manager for
the U.S. Navy’s Sea Hunter (autonomous ship) program. (C: David Martin - P: Mary Walsh)
“The Hunt for Planet Nine” - a report on the evidence of a ninth planet at the farthest edges of our solar system -- a
planet somewhere between ten and twenty times more massive than the Earth. Also discussed is the loss of Pluto’s
status as a planet.  Includes interviews with Mike Brown, astronomer at Cal Tech; Konstantin Batygin, planetary
science professor at Cal Tech; Scott Sheppard, astronomer, Carnegie Institution; and comments by Lilah Brown,
Mike Brown’s daughter. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz, William Harwood)
In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Crisis in Chicago” (OAD 01/01/17)
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01/15/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “President Obama: Eight Years in the White House” - President Obama’s last
presidential interview on network television, conducted by Steve Kroft in the White House on Monday, January 9.
In addition to this original interview, the program follows the 44th President’s journey through his own words in the
60 MINUTES interviews he has done with Steve Kroft.  Among the topics included in the three-segment interview
are:
Part 1: A review of Obama’s launch of his first presidential candidacy in 2007 / what personal traits the presidency
requires of an individual / Obama’s surprise at the severity of partisanship in the Congress. (C: Steve Kroft - P: L.
Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis)
Part 2: Donald Trump: an unconventional but successful candidate / things which Obama, in hindsight, would have
managed differently - for example, the launch of the health care website / questions raised about his credibility in
some Middle East foreign policy statements (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Vanessa Fica)
Part 3: Family life in the White House / his general plans after leaving office / what his administration will be
remembered for / his sense of time passing / his concern that American democracy stays healthy / the ongoing intense
partisan divide (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis)

01/22/17 PREEMPTED

01/29/17 “Finding Refuge” - a report on the Syrian refugee crisis. Syrian families are fleeing terrorism to make it to the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Amman, Jordan, where they undergo a vetting
process before they are moved to the United States.  The U.S. security check lasts an average of 18 to 24 months
where each refugee is interviewed in detail, their irises scanned, and a background check is performed.  President
Barack Obama and Presidential nominee Hillary Clinton favor the current refugee program, whereas Presidential
nominee Donald Trump and a majority of U.S. governors have called for a halt to it.  Includes interviews with: Gina
Kassem, regional refugee coordinator at UNHCR - Jordan; Syrian refugees moving to America only identified by
their first name: Sulaf and her daughter Joody (partially in English and through a translator); Mohammad and his
wife Ebtesam (through translator); and Ekbal (through translator); Senior Pastor Bryant Wright, Johnson Ferry
Baptist Church; and Jeh Johnson, Secretary of Homeland Security. Also, includes comments by unidentified people
at UNHCR - Jordan. This rebroadcast includes updated introductory and closing remarks by Correspondent Bill
Whitaker. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Katy Textor) (OAD: 10/16/16)
“Avalanche” - a report on the January 18th avalanche in central Italy that demolished the Rigopiano Hotel, a small
ski resort. Twenty-nine people died but, miraculously, eleven people survived. Includes interviews (all through a
translator) with: Giampiero Parete, a chef from a nearby town who was there with his family, all of whom were
rescued; Paolo Di Quinzio, leader of an Alpine Emergency Team of rescuers; Giorgia Galassi and Vincenzo Forti,
survivors. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Karzis, Sabina Castelfranco, Vanessa Fica)
“Enhancing the Bike” - a report about lithium battery-powered mini-motors being fixed inside bicycle frames, a
form of cheating that many believe has been used in the Tour de France. Includes interviews with: Stefanos Varjas,
the Budapest, Hungary engineer who invented the mini motor; Jean-Pierre Verdy, former testing director for the
French Anti-Doping Agency; Tyler Hamilton, former teammate of seven-time Tour de France winner Lance
Armstrong; Greg LeMond, three-time Tour de France winner, and his wife, Kathy LeMond. (C: Bill Whitaker - P:
Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados)
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01/07/17 48 HOURS: “Crime and Punishment” - a report on what happens to a family after a murder rips them apart; and
the nearly 25-year quest by Tippy Dhaliwal and Jeanette Marine, two California women, who are determined to deny
their step-father Dennis Ott’s parole for the murder of their mother Phonthip Ott. Each time Ott comes up for parole,
the sisters are there to fight for their mother and vow to never give up. The two women are steadfast in the belief that
their step-father Dennis Ott, murdered their mother. In 1992, Phonthip Ott’s body was found by a fisherman in the
Sacramento River in Sacramento, California. The police investigation dragged on for nearly two years. Eventually,
Ott was charged with the murder. He was tried, convicted and sentenced to life in prison with the possibility of
parole. Ott has maintained his innocence, which could be a sticking point in the parole hearings. Admitting guilt or
showing remorse isn’t mandated, but legal experts believe it goes a long way with those deciding whether prisoners
are paroled. The daughters realize that their fight for justice did not end with a guilty verdict; they must face Ott
year-after-year to keep him in prison. Tippy Dhaliwal has been diagnosed with cancer, but she and Jeanette vow
never to give up. At this hearing, Ott is again denied parole and must remain in prison. He will be eligible for another
hearing in two-and-a-half years. On-screen text graphic: Dennis Ott’s parole hearing has been moved up to October
2017. Tippy’s health is better and both she and Jeanette plan to continue fighting Dennis Ott’s release. Interviewed:
Jeanette Marine and Tippy Dhaliwal (daughters); Dennis Ott (step-father); Paul Parker (Sutter County Sheriff); Larry
Lewis (Jeanette and Tippy’s grandfather); Vicky Van Atta (Sutter County District Attorney’s Investigator); Frank
Hartzell (former reporter, Appeal Democrat); Marin Atkinson (Ott’s mother); Jennifer Shaffer (executive director,
California Board of Parole Hearings); Amanda Hopper (Sutter County District Attorney) (C: Tracy Smith -
Marcelena Spencer)

01/14/17 PREEMPTION

01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Innocence Lost” (9:00–10:00p) – an updated followup to “Who Killed These Girls” (OAD:
03/25/92) and “Deadly Encounters” (OAD: 09/14/98). Eighteen years after 48 HOURS reported the 1991murders of
four teenage girls who were found dead in an Austin, Texas yogurt shop -- presented is a review of the case, and the
new evidence that could potentially overturn everything police thought they knew. The girls had been tied up,
stripped down, at least one was raped, shot in the head and their naked bodies were stacked in a corner then set on
fire.  In the weeks after the murders, authorities received countless tips, many false confessions and interrogated
teenagers Maurice Pierce, Michael Scott, Robert Springsteen and Forrest Welborn.  With no solid evidence, they
were released.  There were no developments in the investigation until 1999, when new detectives assigned to the
case arrested the original four suspects. Charges against Welborn and Pierce were eventually dropped.  Scott and
Springsteen each stood trial for murder.  Both were convicted, with Springsteen sentenced to death and Scott
sentenced to life in prison.  On appeal, the convictions were overturned when DNA evidence did not match any of
the suspects. Officials then said there is no statute of limitations for murder, and they will continue the investigation
until the person(s) responsible are brought to justice.  For now, Scott and Springsteen are free; and the girls’ families
are still dealing with the deaths of their daughters. Update: Today, investigators now suggest that there was a fifth
man involved in the murders. Other interested parties believe that two men, mentioned by witnesses and never
identified, hold the key to the murders. Original detective John Jones sees them only as potential witnesses. The
investigation remains in limbo.  2017 On-screen text graphic: If you have any information on this case, police
encourage you to call 512-472-TIPS. Under Texas law, neither Robert Springsteen nor Michael Scott is entitled to
compensation for their wrongful convictions until a court officially declares their innocence. Interviewed: detectives
John Jones and; Mike Huckabay; Bob Ayers, Pam Ayers, Barbara Ayers-Wilson, Maria Thomas, parents of the
victims; suspects Forrest Welborn and Robert Springsteen; Jim Sawyer, Springsteen’s attorney; Saul Kassin,
psychology professor at John Jay College for Criminal Justice; New Interviews: Beverly Lowry, author; Amber
Farrelly, member of the defense team for Michael Scott and Robert Springsteen. (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Gail Abbott
Zimmerman, Peter Henderson; Producers for the 01/21/17 Followup: Chuck Stevenson, Gail Abbott Zimmerman,
Peter Henderson) (OAD: 01/09/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/11/10 – both as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Innocence Lost”)
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01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Devil’s Island” (10:00-11:00p) – a second updated rebroadcast on the disappearance and death of
Yvonne Baldelli, a California woman who moved to Panama with her boyfriend Brian Brimager, an ex-Marine, who
turned out not to be as perfect to her as he seemed. Baldelli routinely sent happy emails to family members, but they
suddenly stopped. About a month after the last message, Yvonne’s sister Michele Valenzuela got a text from
Brimager saying he was back in the U.S., but without Baldelli. He had sent an email that he and Yvonne had broken
up, which was somehow overlooked by her family. Police went to Panama and back to San Diego. The family
learned that Baldelli and Brimager were not as happy as had been suggested. They learned Brimager was leading a
second life and had gotten married to Kristin Werkoven. Even though Michele Valenzuela was sick with cancer, her
hunch about the origins of an email allegedly from her sister Yvonne, set her on a mission to prove Brimager had
murdered Yvonne. In Panama, police searched for a body. The FBI joined the investigation. Finally, forensic
analysis yielded a positive result: Brimager was arrested by the FBI and is now in custody. Since the arrest, Yvonne
Baldelli’s remains have been found: she never left Panama. Original On-screen text graphic: Michele Valenzuela lost
her brave battle to cancer last week. The United States is in talks with Panama to move the prosecution of Brian
Brimager for Yvonne’s murder to San Diego. 06/23/15 UPDATE: In April 2015, five months after the death of
Michele Valenzuela, and following complex negotiations between Panama and the United States, it was announced
that the United States will prosecute Brian Brimager for the murder of Yvonne Baldelli, as a foreign murder of a
U.S. national. Now, the family is one step closer to justice for Yvonne and to bringing her remains back to the
United States for burial. On-screen text graphic for the 06/23/15 updated rebroadcast: Brian Brimager is due in court
next week. A federal judge is likely to set a trial date. 01/21/17 UPDATE: In 2016, the case was headed for trial
when investigators made a dramatic discovery: Yvonne’s blood and DNA were found under a machete handle that
Brian owned. This was the tool used to dismember Yvonne. Within a week, Brimager pleaded guilty to second
degree murder. On-screen text graphic: Kristin and Brian Brimager are still married. She continues to support and
visit him in federal prison. Brimager’s prison term ends in February 2037. Interviewed: photographer Jack English;
Yvonne’s sister Michele Valenzuela; her father and step-mother Jim and Lillian Faust; Yvonne’s niece Lauren
Beyer; local bar owners in Panama:  Stephen and Joan Crabtree, Penny Tom; Brian’s friend Jim Mertens; ex-U.S.
intelligence officer Don Winner. 01/21/17 New Interview: Andrew Masters (FBI Special Agent) (C: Peter Van Zant
- P: Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 11/15/14; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/23/15)

01/28/17 48 HOURS: SOLVE THIS CASE: “Who Killed Kay Wenal” - an investigation into the unsolved murder of Kay
Wenal, who was found murdered inside her Georgia home in 2008.  The case has been difficult to solve because
there were no fingerprints, no evidence of a break-in and the killer took the weapon with him.  Kay did not seem to
have any enemies and her husband had a solid alibi. The only clues in the case are an expletive-filled cut-and-paste
note sent to a newspaper and a police sketch of a suspect seen the day before and the day of the murder by a
neighbor. Investigators are asking the public-at-large to help solve the crime. Gwinnett County Police Sergeant John
Richter and Lieutenant Steven Shaw, the current detectives assigned to the case, and investigators hired by Hal
Wenal -- John Inosgna, Ned Timmons, a retired FBI agent and his ex-wife, investigator Kathleen Timmons, and
retired Gwinnett County Police Lieutenant Charlie Bishop discuss the case --including their theories. Former FBI
profiler Mary Ellen O’Toole discusses her opinions regarding the note sent to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. The
hope is that exposing critical evidence to a nationwide audience on television, online and on social media platforms
will help to solve this case. Also, interviewed: Pam Sleeper (Kay Wenal’s sister); David Hughes (contractor/business
associate). On-screen text graphic: Anyone with information is asked to contact: Gwinnett County Criminal
Investigation Division anonymous tip line at 770-513-5390. Crime Stoppers Atlanta: 404-577-TIPS/1-404-423-
8477. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Michelle Feuer)
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01/20/17 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “Change and Challenge: The Inauguration of Donald Trump” – Includes: (1) a review
and taped excerpts of the events surrounding today’s inauguration of Donald Trump, as President of the United
States; (2) An interview by Gayle King with President Trump’s son Eric, on a wide range of topics. (3) Donald
Trump plans to change the rules and plans on using his charisma, bravado and style to accomplish his goals.
Interviewed: Michael Kranish, Trump biographer; and Richard LeFrak, friend and fellow New York City realtor; (4)
Kenosha City, Wisconsin voted Republican for the first time in 44 years. Erin Moriarty interviews various residents
about their choice and their hopes for the future; (5) a profile of the new First Family and a continuation of the
interview with Eric Trump; (6) protests erupt in D.C. Over 200,000 are expected to attend the Women’s March
tomorrow (1/22). Peter Van Sant reports on the anxiety of the campaign and the apprehension and fears of children
and adults. Also, the people who feel empowered to do hateful things in wake of the election; (7) the celebrations
and balls the Trumps will attend; and (8) American Views – various Americans express their fears and hopes for the
next four years. (Anchors: Gayle King, John Dickerson. Correspondents: Major Garrett (1), John Dickerson (3) (7),
Erin Moriarty (4), Gayle King (2) (5) (7) (8), Peter Van Sant (6). Senior Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky.
Senior Producers: Patti Aronofsky, Anthony Batson, Mary Hager, Nancy Kramer, Peter Schweitzer, Judy Tygard.)

01/26/17 MARY TYLER MOORE:  LOVE IS ALL AROUND – a one-hour CBS News special honoring the life and
legacy of actress and CBS star Mary Tyler Moore, who passed away yesterday (01/25) at the age of 80. Includes: (1)
an introduction by anchor Gayle King; (2) the life and career of the legendary actress is detailed by Ben Tracy; (3)
Gayle King introduces Oprah Winfrey who speaks about how Mary Tyler Moore influenced her life and career
choices; (4) Oprah Winfrey interview continues; (5) Erin Moriarty reports about what made “The Mary Tyler Moore
Show” so memorable. Interviewed:  author Jennifer Keishin Armstrong; (6) Jim Axelrod reports about how “The
Dick Van Dyke Show” changed television and how the cast, including Mary Tyler Moore, made the series a success.
Interviewed: Dick Van Dyke, Bill Persky, Carl Reiner; (7) Peter Van Sant reports about Moore’s struggles in her
stage and screen career. Interviewed: David Edelstein, critic; and Dick Van Dyke; (8) a report on the famous “Mary
Tyler Moore Show” theme song and its composer Sonny Curtis; (9) an excerpt of an interview with Mary Tyler
Moore from “The Charlie Rose Show”; (10) final thoughts with Gayle King. (Anchor: Gayle King (1, 3, 4, 10).
Correspondents: Ben Tracy (2); Erin Moriarty (5); Jim Axelrod (6); Peter Van Sant (7). Senior Executive Producer:
Susan Zirinsky.)
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FACE THE NATION

02/05/17 Guests: Vice President Mike Pence (1); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (2); DeMaurice Smith, Executive Director,
NFL Players Association (3); James Brown, Host, The NFL Today, CBS News Special Correspondent (4); Michael
Duffy, Time Magazine (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg
View (5); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (5)
1) Topics include: Vice President Pence’s support for the executive order on immigration / federal judge in
Washington State who stopped the travel ban / President Trump’s criticism of the judge, by questioning his
legitimacy / outside criticism over the executive order and the way it was carried out; reaction to President Trump’s
interview with Bill O’Reilly of FOX News, in which he praised Vladimir Putin and criticized the United States /
criticism that President Trump slandered the United States in the interview / moral equivalency / Vice President
Pence’s belief that America is morally superior to Russia
2) Topics include: Governor Christie’s opinion “that America is the moral leader of the world” / reaction to President
Trump’s comments about the morality of the United States; executive order on immigration / “haphazard rollout” of
the Muslim travel ban
3) Topics include: concern over the repeal of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) / 100% injury rate for players,
which leads to preexisting conditions for those heading into retirement / concussions in the NFL; role of politics in
the NFL / support for the right of players to speak out
4) an interview with Mr. Brown on today’s Super Bowl between the Atlanta Falcons and the New England Patriots
5) Topics include: executive order on immigration / testing the legality of the travel ban / President Trump’s
criticism of the judge, by questioning his legitimacy / relationship between President Trump and Republicans; leaks
within the Trump White House / conflict within the Trump administration / need for a chain of command;
confirmation process for Judge Neil Gorsuch, Mr. Trump’s Supreme Court nominee / dilemma facing Democrats
when dealing Congressional Republicans and President Trump: whether or not to fight, even if they can’t win;
reaction to President Trump’s interview with Bill O’Reilly of FOX News
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/12/17 Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (aka Chuck) (D-NY), Senate Minority Leader (1); Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (2);
Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); Stephen Miller, White House Senior Policy Advisor, Trump
Administration (4); Peter Baker, The New York Times (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Reihan Salam, National
Review (5); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (5)
1) Topics include: this weekend’s missile test from North Korea / the need to impress upon China the importance of
curtailing North Korea economically; executive order on immigration; pledge for Democrats to remain “guided by
our values” / concern over the ability of Democrats to be able to work with President Trump / protests against
President Trump; concern over Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch and his ability to be an independent
justice
2) Topics include: Senator Flake’s belief that the travel ban is constitutional, but that it sends a bad message to
America’s allies abroad / President Trump’s treatment of the judicial branch / Senator Flake’s explanation of why it
is necessary that there be a separation between the judiciary and the presidency; immigration reform / uptick in
arrests by ICE officials / the fear of being deported, expressed by illegal immigrants who have not committed
aggravated felonies
3) Topics include: the launch of the CBS News – YouGov nation tracker, “a survey project aimed at monitoring
Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, and the country” / four basic groupings that the survey
participants fall into: (1) those strongly supporting the president; (2) those who support President Trump, but with
conditions; (3) those currently not supporting Mr. Trump, but could; and those firmly opposed to President Trump
4) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the missile test from North Korea; executive order on immigration /
what the Trump administration has learned from this experience with the executive order / opinion that this
“judiciary that has taken far too much power and become in many cases a supreme branch of government”; assurance
that the administration is in control of events at the White House; replacing Obamacare (Affordable Care Act);
uptick in immigration raids
5) Topics include: assessment of the current state of the Trump White House / constraints of the office of the
president / public opinion on immigration / fact that President Trump’s actions have galvanized the opposition /
executive order on immigration; incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian
ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration announced sanctions against Russia for
election hacking / report in The Washington Post, suggesting that sanctions were indeed discussed during the phone
calls / Mr. Flynn’s assurance to Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the Russian ambassador,
who defended Mr. Flynn on the 01/15/17 edition of FACE THE NATION / investigation into contact between the
Trump campaign and Russian sources; President Trump’s statement on the North Korean missile test / his
reaffirmation of the One China policy; this week’s visit from Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu; status of
the “repeal and replace” of the Affordable care Act (Obamacare)
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/19/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services
Committee (2); Representative Devin Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Intelligence Committee (3); Representative
Elijah Cummings (D-MD), Ranking Member, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (4); Tom
Donilon, former National Security Advisor, Obama Administration (5); Michael Morell, former Acting Director,
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Advisor, Clinton Campaign, CBS News Senior Security Contributor (5);
Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6)
1) Topics include: President Trump’s recent tweet, calling the press the enemy of the people / Senator John
McCain’s criticism of the Trump administration / Mr. Priebus’ defense of the Trump administration / belief that the
media is obsessed with false stories / incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the
Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration announced sanctions against Russia
for election hacking
2) Topics include: opinion of European leaders of the Trump administration / Senator Graham’s agreement with the
defense minister of Estonia that Russia has become more aggressive since the U.S. presidential election / need to
hold Russia accountable for interfering in the 2016 election; assessment of how things are running at the White
House / reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people; concern that President Trump doesn’t
“forcefully embrace the idea that Russia’s interference in the election in 2016 is something that should be punished”
3) Topics include: leaked conversations between President Trump and foreign leaders / leaked conversation between
incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn and the Russian ambassador / need to investigate the source of the
leaks; House Intelligence Committee’s ongoing investigation into Russia / opinion that the sanctions imposed against
Russia by the Obama administration were “petty”; tax reform
4) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s request to investigate former National Security Advisor Mike Flynn /
leaks; upcoming meeting with President Trump / difficulty, but necessity in being able to work with President Trump
5) Topics include: advice for Mr. Trump in selecting a new national security advisor, after the termination of Mike
Flynn; relationship between President Trump and the intelligence community; belief that one of Vladimir Putin’s
“primary goals is to weaken the United States in the world” / need to investigate the Russian interference in the 2016
election; threats posed by North Korea
6) Topics include: reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people / Mr. Trump’s most recent
press conference / review of President Trump’s first month in office / Mr. Woodward’s interpretation of the
“Michael Flynn saga”
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/26/17 Guests: John Brennan, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); David Martin, CBS News National
Security Correspondent (3); Governor John Kasich (R-OH) (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Molly Ball, The
Atlantic (5); Lanhee Chen, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5)
1) Topics include: investigation into Russia’s efforts to meddle in the 2016 election and collude with the Trump
campaign / call for a bipartisan investigation / claim from the White House that the FBI had contacted them to
criticize the veracity of reports detailing Russia’s contact with the Trump campaign / respect for FBI Director Jim
Comey / Mr. Brennan’s reaction to comments made from House Intelligence Chairman Devin Nunes during his
appearance last week on FACE THE NATION regarding leaks of sensitive information from Obama administration
officials; President Trump’s travel ban / recent report criticizing the effectiveness of the travel ban from the
Department of Homeland Security / downsides to the travel ban; threats posed by North Korea and Russia; new
National Security Advisor General H.R. McMaster’s advice to President Trump to avoid the term “radical Islamic
terrorism”
2) an extended video excerpt of Mr. Dickerson’s moderating a focus group in Richmond, VA, where the participants
discussed President Trump, the country, and politics
3) an interview with Mr. Martin from Cairo, Egypt, on the U.S. effort to defeat ISIS (ISIL / Daesh)
4) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s meeting with President Trump and his advice for the president on reforming
the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / reaction to comments from former Speaker of the House John Boehner on
repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); changes in the Washington political climate / reports
that the White House reached out to Congressional Intelligence Committees, requesting help regarding leaks of
sensitive information / need to put your country before your political party; Governor Kasich’s thoughts on President
Trump
5) Topics include: reports that the White House asked Congressional Intelligence Committees for help regarding the
investigation into Russia’s meddling in the 2016 election / bipartisan support for a special prosecutor to investigate
Russian meddling in the election; Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); immigration; new leaders of the Democratic
National Committee: Chairman Tom Perez and Deputy Chairman Keith Ellison
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02/05/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat”

02/12/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p)

02/19/17 “The North Korean Threat” - a report on the continuing military threat posed by North Korea, a threat exacerbated
by dictator Kim Jong-un’s possession of nuclear weapons and his pursuit of an intercontinental ballistic missile.
Includes interviews with: Thae Yong-ho, a defector who was formerly North Korea’s deputy ambassador in London;
Chung Min Lee, former South Korean ambassador for national security; U.S. Air Force General James Slife; Army
General Vincent Brooks, Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Forces Korea. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile, Andrew
Bast)
“The Remington 700" - a report on complaints from thousands of owners of the Remington 700 bolt-action rifle
that, because of a defective trigger mechanism, the gun has fired without anyone pulling the trigger. Includes
interviews with: Roger Stringer, whose son Zac was convicted of intentionally shooting his younger brother Justin
with the rifle; Zac Stringer; Robert Chaffin, attorney, Houston, Texas; Todd Hilsee, expert on class action notices;
Hal Kittrell, prosecutor in the Zac Stringer case. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On)
“USA Gymnastics” - interviews with three former female members of the U.S. National Gymnastics team, who for
the first time describe the sexual abuse they say they suffered as young girls at the hands of the team’s doctor,
Lawrence Nassar.  Includes interviews with: Jessica Howard, U.S. National champion in rhythmic gymnastics from
1999 to 2001; Jeanette Antolin, a member of the U.S. National Team from 1995 to 2000; Jamie Dantzscher, bronze
medal winner, 2000 Olympics; John Manley, California attorney representing the women interviewed and more than
forty others; and Senator Dianne Feinstein (D - CA), Senate Judiciary Committee. (C: Dr. Jonathan LaPook - P:
Andy Court, Sarah Fitzpatrick)

02/26/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars”

02/26/17 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p)
“The Alzheimer’s Laboratory” – a report on a National Institutes of Health (NIH) supported study, attempting to
discover whether Alzheimer’s disease may be preventable. The world’s largest concentration of people with a rare
genetic mutation which causes early onset Alzheimer’s is found in Antioquia, Colombia. Scientists have taken a
group of volunteers from this population, a group which will take an immunotherapy drug to remove amyloid plaque.
The intervening years will offer researchers a chance to ascertain whether or not the drug has halted the disease in its
tracks. Results aren’t expected until 2021. Includes interviews with: family volunteering for Alzheimer study in
Antioquia, Colombia identified by first names only: Freddie, Cecilia, Victor, Sara, and Julio (through translator); Dr.
Francisco Lopera, neurologist at the University of Antioquia; Lucia Madrigal, Dr. Lopera’s former nurse (through
translator); Ken Kosik, neurologist and professor in neuroscience at the University of California, Santa Barbara; Dr.
Pierre Tariot, director of Banner Alzheimer’s Institute; Dr. Claudia Kawas, Alzheimer’s researcher and clinician at
the University of California Irvine; and Dr. Eric Reiman, executive director of the Banner Alzheimer's Institute.
Also, includes comments by: Norm (only identified by first name), Alzheimer’s patient. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari
Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 11/27/16)
“Taking on The Eiger” – a report on how extreme athlete JT Holmes combined three sports: speed riding, skiing,
and BASE jumping to descend the Swiss mountain, pulling a parachute to break his 100-mph free fall. Cameras
capture Holmes in action as it was attempted for the first time. Includes an interview with JT Holmes, American
professional skier. Also, includes comments by: Martin Schurmann, Swiss mountain guide; and Valentin Delluc,
champion speed rider and cameraman. (See also: “The Birdmen”, OAD: 10/11/09) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Tom
Anderson) (OAD: 11/29/15)
Update: “Water” (OAD: 11/16/14)
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02/04/17 48 HOURS: “Guilty Until Proven Innocent” - a report about the cases against Dameon Pinkins and Roosevelt
Glenn: two Indiana men, a 1989 gang rape, and the DNA evidence at the time that did not tie either man to the crime.
Yet, both were convicted, spending years in prison before new DNA technology changed their fates. Pinkins and
Glenn vowed they were innocent. Prosecutors had evidence and a victim who said she could identify one of the five
alleged attackers. At trial, prosecutors also argued that DNA testing was new and unreliable -- both were convicted.
Their cases drew the attention of Indiana law professor Fran Watson who, along with her students, continued to
search for clues over a fifteen-year period. Everything changed for them when a new technology called TrueAllele
came along, which could separate the genetic mixture in DNA evidence. This new technology has the potential to
change the outcome in thousands of cases nationwide. Glenn had been released from prison after 17 years for good
behavior, and Pinkins was released after 26 years when prosecutors overturned their convictions. On-screen text
graphic: Just this week Roosevelt Glenn’s conviction was officially overturned. He will now move to have his name
expunged from the Federal Sex Offenders Registry. Darryl Pinkins is living with his nephew and is looking for a job.
Interviewed: Roosevelt Glenn and Dameon Pinkins; Glenn family members: Sally Glenn, Darniese Glenn, Renitta
Stout; Pinkins family members: Mildred Pinkins, Darryl Pinkins, Tracy Pinkins; Mike Solan (retired Detective
Lieutenant, Hammond, Indiana); Fran Watson (Indiana University Law Professor); Law students Max, Brenda, and
Polly (no last names); Joe Curosh (former Lake County prosecutor); Greg Hampikian (DNA expert); Karen
Freeman-Wilson (former public defender/current Mayor, Gary, Indiana); Dr. Mark Perlin (DNA expert/inventor of
TrueAllele); Bernard Carter (Lake County Prosecutor) (C: Maureen Maher - P: Judy Rybak)

02/11/17 48 HOURS: “Murder in Beverly Hills” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on new details in the ongoing saga of millionaire
Robert Durst Featured in this episode is the first in-depth look at an unprecedented recent interview that infamous
millionaire and alleged killer Robert Durst gave to a prosecutor looking to put him in prison. Also included is a
review of the allegations about his missing wife; his alleged ties to the 2000 murder of his friend Susan Berman, who
was shot dead in her home -- a case the police have spent years trying to solve. Durst wasn’t considered a suspect in
Berman’s death until nine months later when he was involved with the death of Morris Black in Galveston, Texas.
Durst maintained he accidentally killed Black in self-defense and he then cut up Black’s body. A jury eventually
acquitted him of murder.  Next week, Durst is expected to agree to a plea deal on a gun charge in New Orleans so he
can face trial in California for the murder of Susan Berman. Will that trial clear his name in a case that has dogged
him for years -- as attorney Dick DeGuerin suggests -- or will he end up spending the rest of his life in jail, where
investigators say he should have been all along? On-screen text graphic: Next week a secret witness in the Susan
Berman murder case will reportedly offer new incriminating testimony about Robert Durst. Kathie Durst’s family has
filed a civil suit against Robert Durst. They’re asking for one hundred million dollars. Included are previous
interviews with:  Jim McCormack; Stephen Silverman; Lisa DePaulo; Jeannine Pirro; Det. Cody Cazalas; Emily and
Stewart Altman; Paul Coulter; Chip Lewis; Charles Bagli; Dr. Milton Altschuler; Andrew Jarecki; Steve Cooley;
Jack Leonard. Current interview: Dick DeGuerin (Durst’s attorney) (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The
Mystery of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/17/04; 1st rebroadcast: 09/08/04; 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of
Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/21/15, which is a follow-up to “The Mystery of Robert Durst”; and 48 HOURS: “Murder
90210”, OAD: 01/30/16, which is a follow-up to 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”.) (C:
Erin Moriarty – P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Chris O’Connell, Alicia Tejada)
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02/11/17 48 HOURS: “The Strange Life of Dr. Schwartz” (10:00-11:00p) - an investigation into the death of beloved
physician Dr. Steven Schwartz, found dead, seemingly because of a botched robbery; how his life came to such a
violent end; and insight into a series of mysteries connected to him and his family. Schwartz, a wealthy well-
respected kidney specialist was found dead -- shot, stabbed and beaten. Police discovered his body in his home after
his second wife Rebecca called to report a robbery. Police investigation uncovered a family with strained
relationships, different allegations on what may have happened and a secret life that Dr. Schwartz had hidden from
his offspring. A year after the murder, police arrested Leo Anton Stragaj, an employee of Schwartz’s. Stragaj
admitted to seeing the body and not calling police, he says due to his immigration status. He says he did not commit
murder and says that Schwartz’s wife had something to do with it, because she asked him to find someone to kill Dr.
Schwartz and has set him up. Also, uncovered in the investigation were reports about Schwartz killing a dentist in
1961 in a botched robbery attempt in New Mexico. He spent nine years in prison before his sentence was commuted.
He and his accomplice, Phillip Dyer, went on to live accomplished lives. Carter Schwartz, his son from his first
marriage, was completely unaware of this information.  Friends and colleagues suspect that Rebecca Schwartz was
involved. Police believe that Rebecca Schwartz used this information to blackmail Dr. Schwartz. Rebecca Schwartz
has sold the medical practice, moved to Wisconsin, and has caused heartache for another woman. Carter Schwartz
has a civil suit filed against Rebecca Schwartz. On-screen text graphic: The gun and the knife used to kill Doctor
Schwartz have never been found. No trial date has been set for Leo Stragaj’s murder trial. Meredith and her husband
are divorcing. Interviewed: Carter Schwartz (son); Robert Patton (friend of Dr. Schwartz); April Cox and Patrick
Olive (former friends of Rebecca Schwartz); Leo Stragaj; Robert Kochen (investigator); Phillip Dyer (1961
accomplice, adjunct professor of criminal justice, Youngstown State University); James Cecil (1961 witness); Will
Florin and Tom Roebig (Carter Schwartz attorneys); Kim Rivellini and Denis Devlaming (Rebecca Schwartz
attorneys); Meredith (no last name - wronged woman) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Alec Sirken, Ryan N. Smith, Michelle
Feuer)

02/18/17 48 HOURS: “Eleven Hundred Miles to Murder” - an investigation into the 2015 murder of Dr. Teresa Sievers, a
Bonita Springs, Florida doctor murdered inside her home and the investigation that led to two suspects eleven
hundred miles away in Missouri. Police initially suspected her husband Mark Sievers, but he had an airtight alibi. A
tip led police on a 1,000-mile trip that took the case in an unexpected direction. Mark Sievers believed there might
be a tie to other suspicious deaths of doctors around the country.  Eventually, Mark Sievers became a person of
interest. Two months after the murder, police arrested two men in Missouri and charged them with Dr. Sievers
murder: Curtis Wayne Wright (aka Wayne Wright), and Jimmy Ray Rogers (aka “The Hammer”) traveled from
Missouri to Florida and murdered Dr. Sievers. What would be the motive? Police learned that Wayne Wright was a
friend of Mark Sievers; that Mark had taken out five life insurance policies on Dr. Sievers; that the two had an open
marriage, money problems and other serious issues. Eight months after the murder, facing the death penalty, Wayne
Wright admitted to killing Dr. Sievers and accused Mark Sievers of being the mastermind behind the crime. Mark
Sievers was then charged with the murder of his wife. Mark Sievers and Jimmy “The Hammer” Rogers have both
pleaded not guilty and will be tried together. On-screen text graphic: Mark Sievers and Wayne Wright are being
held in different jails. Teresa’s mother is now guardian of the Sievers children. No trial date has been set.
Interviewed: Jessica Lipscomb (Naples Daily News crime reporter); Amy Bennett Williams (The News-Press
reporter); Connie Reiss and Jennie Weckelman (Mark Sievers step-sister / step-mother); Sandra Hoskins (Dr. Sievers
medical assistant) and Frank Pais (Hoskins husband / former employee of Dr. Sievers); Greg Bolin (Missouri friend);
Jeff Conway and Tyler Juliette (Missouri contractors); Antonio Faga (Mark Sievers attorney) (C: Erin Moriarty – P:
Lisa Freed, Marcelena Spencer, Michelle Feuer)
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02/25/17 48 HOURS: “Stalking: Out of the Shadows” (9:00-10:00p) and “Stalked” (10:00-11:00p) - a two-part
investigation into stalking -- the victims, the stalkers, the dangers and long-term psychological damage this torment
causes; and the efforts by actress Pauley Perrette to change ineffective laws that do not protect the victims. Also,
included: a report on the stalking death of singer Christina Grimmie, who was shot dead by an obsessed fan she
didn’t even know was stalking her online; and an interview with Justin Massler -- a serial stalker with a diagnosed
mental illness, who was arrested for stalking Ivanka Trump.
(1) Stalking: Out of the Shadows (9:00-10:00p) - the death of Christina Grimmie is detailed. She was shot dead by
an obsessed fan she did not know was stalking her who showed up at a concert armed with two handguns and pulled
the trigger, killing Grimmie and himself. The case was similar to the 1989 death of actress Rebecca Schaeffer, in that
the stalker fantasizes that he is in a relationship with his victim and wants a permanent bond. Stalking is a silent
crime with many victims afraid to speak out, fearing they will enrage their stalker. Also, included:  actress Pauley
Perrette, a stalking victim herself, talks about her efforts to change stalking laws and the bonds she has formed with
other victims. Perrette does not think her stalker will ever leave her alone.
(2) Stalked (10:00-11:00p) - some stalkers become obsessed with people they do not know. Leonora Claire has
been stalked by a man she met only once, who read about her in a magazine and came to an art exhibit she curated.
Serial stalker Justin Massler has been obsessed with her for nearly six years and she has lived in constant fear,
believing he could harm her at any time. Massler, who has been diagnosed with a mental illness, will not leave her
alone. In 2010, he was arrested for stalking Ivanka Trump, and previously targeted the Kardashian family. Now, the
secret service is interested in him because of the Trump connection.  Included is an interview with Massler, whom
anchor Erin Moriarty tracked down and conducted an interview via the internet. His mother says he is living near her
in Nevada and is getting medication. He has not contacted Leonora Claire in four months. On-screen text graphic:
Christina Grimmie’s new single “Invisible” was just released by her family, ZXL Music and Republic Records.
Proceeds will endow a memorial fund in her name. Learn more about stalking, what you can do to prevent it and
what you can do if you’re being stalked. Go to 48Hours.com. Interviewed: Bria Kelly, Tyler Ward (singers) (1, 2);
Michael Moreschi (detective) (1.2); Kris Mohandie (Clinical Police and Forensic Psychologist (1, 2); Wendy Segall
(LA Deputy District Attorney) (1); Pauley Perrette (actress/advocate) (1,2); Peggy and Katherine (stalking victims)
(1); Lenora Claire (stalking victim) (1,2); Eric Reade (Supervisor Detective LAPD Threat Management) (1); Justin
Massler (stalker) (1,2); Randee Massler (mother) (2); George Vonvolakis (Massler’s attorney) (2); Dante Siou
(stalker) (2);  Lynda Westlund (stalker’s attorney) (2) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Ruth Chenetz, Sarah Prior)
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02/05/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat”
“Hamilton” – an elongated “director’s cut” version with previously unseen material from Charlie Rose’s original
report about the unorthodox musical currently selling out on Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President
Barack Obama and former Vice President Dick Cheney. Based on the life of Alexander Hamilton, the show and its
diverse cast are creating waves on Broadway and beyond, while smashing box office records and garnering a record
16 Tony nominations. The lead actor and playwright of “Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel Miranda, and he uses a
combination of hip-hop and rap along with popular music to portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and
danced by a diverse cast. Miranda also created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In the Heights”.
Includes interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-Miranda, Miranda’s parents; and Ron
Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the show’s historical advisor. Also, includes a comment by Tommy
Kail, the director of “Hamilton”.   The 06/12/16 extended segment also includes interviews with: the cast of
“Hamilton”: Leslie Odom Jr., Renee Elise Goldsberry, Phillipa Soo, Christopher Jackson, and Daveed Diggs. (See
also: “Hamilton” OAD: 11/08/15) (C: Charlie Rose – P: Graham Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD:
06/12/16)
“The Pope’s Choir” - a profile of the Sistine Chapel Choir, the oldest choir in the world. More commonly known as
the Pope’s Choir, they are with the pope for all important papal celebrations. Includes comments by: adult choir
members Vittorio Catarci, an Italian bass; Cezary Arkadiusz Stoch, a Polish tenor; Mark Spyropoulos, a British
baritone; and Choir director Massimo Palombella. Also, includes comments by boy choir members Lorenzo Maliza,
Riccardo Catapano, Emanuele Buccarella. (C: Charlie Rose - P: Draggan Mihailovich, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD:
12/18/16)

02/12/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p)
“Adele & Beyoncé” - an excerpt of “Beyoncé” - an interview and profile of Beyoncé Knowles, the superstar singer,
dancer and actress (C: Steve Kroft - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 01/31/10); followed by an excerpt of “The Year of
Adele” - an interview and profile of the British popular singer Adele Adkins, known as Adele. (C: Anderson Cooper
- P: John Hamlin (OAD: 02/12/12)
“Bruno Mars” - an interview / profile of music superstar Bruno Mars, who was born Peter Hernandez to
professional musician parents in Honolulu, Hawaii.  The chart-topping singer, musician and songwriter has three
Grammys and composed megahit “Uptown Funk” and his latest single, “24K Magic”. (C: Lara Logan – P: John
Hamlin) (OAD: 11/20/16)
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02/26/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars”
“El Chapo” – a report on the recapture of drug lord Joaquin Guzman (aka “el Chapo”) after he escaped Altiplano
Prison in Mexico last July through a tunnel. Mexican and U.S. law enforcement reassembled the task force that
caught el Chapo in 2014, and after some missed opportunities on both sides, el Chapo was captured in January 2016.
Mexican marines infiltrated el Chapo’s safe house, killing five cartel members and taking six into custody, while el
Chapo and his associate Cholo Ivan escaped through a hidden tunnel. The two men popped out of a manhole and
hijacked two cars before being picked up by federal police and taken to a motel, for unknown reasons. Mexican
marines intervened and took el Chapo into custody and sent him back to Altiplano Prison. Includes interviews with:
Peter Vincent, Director Counselor for International Policy at BORDERPOL; Jim Dinkins, Ret. Homeland Security
Investigations, Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA); Juan Pedro Badillo, el Chapo’s lawyer; and two unidentified
Mexican marines who assisted with el Chapo’s capture (through translator). (See also: “Public Enemy Number 1",
OAD: 10/12/14; “The Greatest Escape”, OAD: 09/27/15; and “Sean Penn”, OAD: 01/17/16) (C: Bill Whitaker – P:
Howard L. Rosenberg, Ana Real) (OAD: 02/21/16; 1st rebroadcast: 06/26/16 - includes an update. Both on 60
MINUTES)
“Life After Death Row” – a report about three unjustly convicted people in the American justice system: Ray
Hinton, Ken Ireland and Julie Baumer, who spent years in prison, then were exonerated, and now they are adjusting
to freedom. Most states offer no immediate assistance to the recently exonerated, and twenty states offer no
compensation at all. Includes interviews with: people convicted and then exonerated:  Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland, and
Julie Baumer; and Bryan Stevenson, attorney.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) (OAD: 01/10/16 on 60
MINUTES)
“The Music of Zomba Prison” – a report on the Zomba Music Project, a Grammy-nominated recording group
featuring music composed and performed by prisoners and their guards at the maximum-security Zomba Central
Prison in Malawi, Africa. Their first album “I Have No Everything Here” and current album “I Will Not Stop
Singing” are produced by Ian Brennan. Includes interviews with: Ian Brennan, music producer; Sister Anna
Tommasi, Italian nun; Officer Thomas Binamo, Zomba Prison guard/musician (through translator): and Zomba
Prison inmates/musicians: Chikondi Salanje, Stefano Nyirenda, and Rhoda Mtemang’ombe (all through translator).
(C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 10/30/16 on 60 MINUTES)

02/28/17 CBS NEWS: SPECIAL REPORT: PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO CONGRESS - live coverage of President
Donald Trump’s first address to a joint session of Congress. Also, includes: (1) Republican pollster / CBS News
Contributor Frank Luntz with the reactions of a group of 21 people in Los Angeles who watched the President’s
address; and (2) Democratic Response - by Steve Beshear, former Governor of Kentucky. Correspondents: Scott
Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C.); Norah O’Donnell, Gayle King, John Dickerson (all in studio with Pelley); Major
Garrett (White House); Nancy Cordes (on Capitol Hill)
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HEALTH
Date Length Guest Description

1/11/17 4:00 McKel Hill Cookbook author spoke about the top healthy foods to try in 2017.

1/27/17 4:00 St. Thomas Hospital Survivor story of Haitian man receiving life-saving spinal surgery.

2/1/17 4:00 Gerell Webb Personal trainer spoke about importance of working shoulders & arms.

2/6/17 4:00 B.J. Gaddour Spoke about his amazing weight loss story with Men’s Health Magazine.

2/20/17 4:30 David Kirsch Fitness expert spoke about easy at home workout tips.

3/2/17 4:30 Lindsey Joe Registered dietician talked about nutritional & healthy time savers.

3/8/17 4:00 Gerell Webb Personal trainer spoke about importance of working hips and thighs.

3/20/17 4:15 Melissa Ewing Fitness expert spoke about how to motivate yourself to exercise.

FAMILY & MORALS
Date Length Guest Description

1/13/17 4:30 Sami Cone “The Frugal Mom” discussed setting up your family for success in 2017.

1/24/17 4:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

2/21/17 4:30 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

3/10/17 4:15 Jason Lindsey “Hooked on Science” educator spoke about science projects parents’
can do with their kids.

3/21/17 4:30 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

3/30/17 4:30 Mark & Susan Merrill Marriage experts discussed creative ways to put fun back in your
marriage.

CONSUMER/FINANCE
Date Length Guest Description

1/18/17 4:15 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian gave advice on keeping pets safe during winter weather.

2/15/17 4:15 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian answered viewer phone call questions about pet health.

2/24/17 4:00 Sami Cone “The Frugal Mom” spoke about money-saving family strategies.

3/15/17 4:15 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian answered viewer phone call questions about pet health.

3/16/17 4:00 Jennifer Martin Spokesperson for Goodwill talked about their upcoming sale on
wedding gowns and attire.

COMMUNITY
Date Length Guest Description

1/30/17 4:00 Mila Grigg Previewed the “Wine, Women & Shoes” event to benefit the YWCA.
Local veterans.

3/14/17 4:30 Tiffany Farmer Gave a preview of the new “Wicked Plants” exhibit at the Adventure
Science Center.

3/29/17 4:30 Gene Lovelace Spoke about an upcoming charity event to benefit Alive Hospice.
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WTVF Public Service Announcements
January 1, 2017-March 31, 2017

During 1st Quarter 2017, WTVF aired PSAs providing information on a variety of activities and
issues. Representative examples of such PSAs include the following:

Breakaway from Cancer (7 times) – 6125, 6126, 6127

FCC Children’s Television Public File (8 times) 6207

FEMA – Smoke Alarms/Space Heaters/Fire Safety (7 Times) 6080/6081/6082/6083

Men Who Speak up – Prostate Cancer (12 times) 6097

NAMM – National Association of Music Merchants (11 times) 5531, 6120, 6121 and 6122

National Runaway Safety Line (11 times) 6118 and 6119

One in Six.org –Male Childhood Sex Abuse (14 times) 6102/6104

Tennessee Association of Broadcasters – Youth Villages (10 Times) 6154

Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance – Free Smoke Alarm (7 times) 6150

Tennessee Department of Labor & Workforce Development – Adult Education (17 times) 6149

Tennessee Department of Tourism (31 times) 6058, 6059, 6060 & 6299

U.S. Department of Health and Human Service – Keep Kids Smoke Free and Quit Now (10 Times) –
6141, 6142, 6143 and 6144
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NewsChannel 5 Plus Programming

Community Health Matters
Monday: 9:30 AM
Tuesday: 9:30 AM
Community Health Matters, sponsored by the United Health Foundation, is hosted by Emmy award-winning former
news reporter and anchor Amy Marsalis. The program brings relevant and timely health information to the public,
raises awareness of important health issues, and provides information and resources for improving the health of all
Tennesseans.

The Income Guys
Monday: 9:00 AM
Thursday: 6:00 PM
Saturday: 4:00 PM
Sunday: 7:30 AM
This show offers financial strategies guiding you to and through retirement. Topics to be discussed include:
Strategies for managing your risk, reducing fees, tax efficiency, and maximizing your social security. Join the
experts and learn how to build, grow and protect your income. The show is hosted by Pete Benson and Jon Maxon
of Beacon Capital Management.

Inside Politics with Pat Nolan
Friday: 7:00 PM, 11:30 PM & 1:30 AM
Saturday:  5 AM, 7 AM, 3 PM, 5:30 PM and 1:30 AM
Sunday: 5 AM & 9 AM
“Inside Politics” is Middle Tennessee's best source for an insider’s view of state and local politics.  The show is
hosted by NewsChannel 5's former veteran political reporter Pat Nolan.  Every week, Pat sits down with the big
newsmakers, including candidates for local office, to get the inside scoop on decisions that affect everyone.

Inside Workforce Development
Thursday: 9:30 AM
Saturday:  7:30 AM
"Inside Workforce Development” focuses on the employment opportunities for businesses in Middle
Tennessee to give insight on employers’ job market as well as alerting viewers about opportunities for careers and
employment. The show is hosted by Melinda Kelsey with the Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce
Development

Issues of Faith with Ben Hall
Monday: 4:30 AM and 1 PM
Tuesdays: 1:30 PM and 5 PM
Thursday: 1 PM
Friday: 5 PM and 8 PM
Saturday: 3:30 PM, 7 PM & 11:30 PM
Sunday: 7 AM
“Issues of Faith” takes an in-depth look at the role of religion and faith in our world today. It is a roundtable
discussion, hosted by Ben Hall, about various topics and will include religious leaders from all faiths and
denominations.

Medical Monday with Carrie Sharp
Monday: 7 PM and 10 PM
Tuesdays: 6 AM and 11 AM
Fridays: 6 AM
Sundays: 6 PM and 11 PM
“Medical Monday” is a live, call-in show that showcases the latest medical breakthroughs and lets viewers get
answers to all their medical questions from doctors here in Middle Tennessee.  Medical Mondays is hosted by
NewsChannel 5 anchor Carrie Sharp.
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Morning Line with Nick Beres
Monday-Friday 8-9 AM
Monday-Thursday 3-4 PM
“Morning Line” is the best way to start your day in Nashville. NewsChannel 5 reporter Nick Beres gets an in-depth
look at what’s going on in the news from the people who are in the news.

Open Line
Tuesday-Thursday: 7-8 PM
Each episode replays three more times during the week at in various time slots.
“Open Line”, hosted by NewsChannel 5 reporter Ben Hall, is a live, call-in show that features the area’s biggest
newsmakers discussing topics of local interest. Open Line gives viewers the opportunity to voice their opinions and
even ask a question of everyone from the Mayor to the police chief.

Out & About Today
Friday: 10 PM and 2 AM
Saturday: 9:30 PM and 2 AM
Sunday: 10 PM
“Out & About Today” features news, entertainment and business segments geared toward a gay and lesbian
audience. The show is hosted by members of the Nashville GLBT community; Brent Meredith, Chuck Long and
Pam Wheeler. Out & About Today is a cooperative effort between NewsChannel 5+ and Out & About Newspaper.

Out of the Blue
Sunday 3:30-4 PM
“Out of the Blue” is a newsmagazine program highlighting the events, activities, insights, and accomplishments of
the Middle Tennessee State University community. Viewers can tune in to learn more about the faculty and
outstanding students of the largest public university in Middle Tennessee.

Panorama
Tuesday: 6 PM
Wednesday: 9:30 AM and 6 PM
Saturday: 4:30 PM
Sunday: 7 PM
“Panorama” is a television program produced entirely in Spanish by the Tennessee Latin American Chamber of
Commerce (TLACC). Host Marcela Gomez brings viewers information about the city of Nashville, conducts
interviews with business members of the TLACC and includes a health segment for Hispanic viewers.

The Plus Side of Nashville
Monday: 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 2:30 PM, 9:30 PM and 11 PM
Tuesday: 1 PM
Wednesday: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Thursday: 11:30 PM
Friday 6 PM and 8:30 PM
Saturday: 4 AM, 2 PM and 8 PM
Sunday: 4 AM and 6 AM
Tuwanda Coleman, reporter for Talk of the Town, hosts this public affairs program focuses on everything from the
works of non-profit organizations to upcoming events in the world of arts. “The Plus Side” is the best place to find
out about the good things happening in Middle Tennessee.
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Que Pasa Nashville?
Monday: 2 PM
Thursday: 5:30 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 10 PM
Friday: 1:30 PM and 3 AM
Saturday: 3 AM
Sunday: 8:30 AM, 4:30 PM and 9:30 PM
“Que Pasa Nashville” is a half-hour program that examines the opportunities and challenges facing the growing
Hispanic community in Middle Tennessee. Latino leaders estimate more than 100,000 Hispanics now call Middle
Tennessee home, and they expect that number to grow. ¿Que Pasa? is hosted by Cristina Allen, a well-respected
and long-time member of Nashville's Hispanic community.

Retirement Report
Fridays: 8-9 AM and 3-4 PM
Saturdays: 1-2 PM
Sunday: 10:30-11:30 AM and 5-6 PM
“Retirement Report” is a show for anyone who plans to retire – either now or in the future. The show is hosted by
Hank Parrott, a certified financial planner and retirement expert.

Score on Business
Mondays: 5 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuesday: 5:30 AM. 12:30 PM and 11 PM
Fridays: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 7:30 PM and 11 PM.
Saturdays: 12:30 PM, 7:30 PM and 12 midnight
Sundays: 7:30 PM
“Score on Business” provides information and tips to help viewers start and run their own successful business. The

show is hosted by Pete Hendrix and features a panel of SCORE counselors.

Sports Line
Monday-Wednesday: 8-9 PM
Tuesday-Thursday: 2-3 PM
Tuesday-Friday: 4:30-5:30 AM
Nobody likes to talk sports more than NewsChannel 5's Steve Layman and Jon Burton. High school, college and
professional sports are a big part of Nashville. Steve and Jon’s guests represent the wide range of Middle
Tennessee sports. One night it may be a Tennessee Titan on the set, the next, a Nashville Predator, or perhaps a
rising high school football star. Viewers are invited to call in with their comments and questions.

Urban Outlook: A Forum for African American Issues
Monday: 11:00 AM and 6 PM
Tuesday: 11:30 PM
Wednesday: 12:30 PM
Thursday: 12:30 PM
Saturday: 4:30 AM, 12 Noon, 8:30 PM and 2:30 AM
Sunday: 4:30 AM and 4 PM
“Urban Outlook” focuses on issues impacting African Americans within their families, community, schools and
workplace. It is hosted by former NewsChannel 5 reporter April Eaton.
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5+ Programming

Women of Power
Saturdays: 5:30 AM
“Women of Power” will showcase women in all sectors from entrepreneurs to corporate business leaders; from
sports stars to entertainers; from political leaders to educators. The mission of the program is to inspire, uplift and
motivate women. Each episode features four segments: The Power Suite, Lifestyle News, Wealth Building and
Health & Wellness. The show is hosted by veteran journalist Caroline Clarke.



MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN .
4:00A Taste of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Plus Side of Nashville Plus Side of Nashville 4:00A
4:30A Issues of Faith Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Urban Outlook Urban Outlook 4:30A
5:00A Score on Business Encore Encore Encore Encore Inside Politics Inside Politics 5:00A
5:30A Plus Side of Nashville Score on Business Plus Side of Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Score on Business Women of Power Fishin Affliction 5:30A
6:00A Openline Medical Monday OpenLine OpenLine Medical Monday Today's Home Plus Side of Nashville 6:00A
6:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore P. Allen Smith Taste of the Town 6:30A
7:00A NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning Inside Politics Issues of Faith 7:00A
7:30A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Workforce Dev. Income Guys 7:30A
8:00A MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement The Ring of Faith 8:00A
8:30A with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres Report (LIVE) Saturday Que Pasa Nashville 8:30A
9:00A Income Guys Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Early Show Inside Politics 9:00A
9:30A Community Health Community Health Panorama Workforce Dev. Taste of the Town (Live from CBS) Face 9:30A

10:00A NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NewsChannel 5 The Nation 10:00A
10:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore This Morning Retirement 10:30A
11:00A Urban Outlook Medical Monday OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine 6:00-8:00 am Report 11:00A
11:30A Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore NC5 This Morning 11:30A
12:00N Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Urban Outlook 6-7am Encore 12:00N
12:30P Taste of the Town Score on Business Urban Outlook Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Score on Business Missing 12:30P

1:00P Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Plus Side of Nashville Issues of Faith Score on Business Retirement Animal Rescue 1:00P
1:30P Score on Business Issues of Faith Talk of the Town Que Pasa Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Report  Made in Hollywood 1:30P
2:00P Que Pasa Nashville Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Southern Woods Plus Side of Nashville Live Life & Win 2:00P
2:30P Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore & Water Taste of the Town Coolest Places 2:30P
3:00P MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement Inside Politics Zoo Clues 3:00P
3:30P Encore Encore Encore Encore Report Issues of Faith Out of The Blue 3:30P
4:00P Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Income Guys Urban Outlook 4:00P
4:30P NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore Panorama Que Pasa Nashville 4:30P
5:00P Score on Business Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Issues of Faith Fishin Affliction Retirement 5:00P
5:30P NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore Inside Politics Report 5:30P
6:00P Urban Outlook Panorama Panorama Income Guys Plus Side of Nashville OpenLine Medical Monday 6:00P
6:30P Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Encore Encore 6:30P
7:00P Medical Monday Openline Openline Openline Inside Politics Issues of Faith Panorama 7:00P
7:30P (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Score on Business Score on Business Score on Business 7:30P
8:00P Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Southern Woods Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Southern Woods 8:00P
8:30P (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) & Waters (LIVE) Plus Side of Nashville Urban Outlook & Water 8:30P
9:00P Taste of the Town NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 Encore Fishin Affliction 9:00P
9:30P Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore Out & About Que Pasa Nashville 9:30P

10:00P Medical Monday OpenLine OpenLine Que Pasa Nashville Out & About Infomercial Out & About 10:00P
10:30P Encore Encore Encore Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Taste of the Town 10:30P
11:00P Plus Side of Nashville Score on Business Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Score Business Fishin Affliction Medical Monday 11:00P
11:30P Score on Business Urban Outlook Plus Side of NashvillePlus Side of Nashville Inside Politics Issues of Faith Encore 11:30P
12:00A Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Score on Business Infomercial 12:00A
12:30A Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Infomercial Touching the World Infomercial 12:30A

1:00A NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore Taste of the Town Taste of the Town NC5 at 10 Encore 1:00A
1:30A CBS CBS CBS CBS Inside Politics Inside Politics CBS 1:30A
2:00A Overnight Overnight Overnight Overnight Out & About Out & About Overnight 2:00A
2:30A News News News News Talk of the Town Urban Outlook News 2:30A
3:00A Que Pasa Nashville Que Pasa Nashville (LIVE) 3:00A
3:30A CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) Taste of the Town Taste of the Town CBS News (Live) 3:30A
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